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CHARM helps communities see how planning decisions made today will impact tomorrow’s community. In terms of flood resilience, CHARM directly fits into ASFPM’s No Adverse Impact
approach to floodplain management, and by extension FEMA’s
Community Rating System. NAI floodplain management takes
place when the actions of
one property owner are
not allowed to adversely
affect the rights of other
property owners. When
property owners are sitting at the table with zoning officials, floodplain
managers, emergency
managers and community
planners, the concerns
CHARM Resiliency Workshops
and knowledge of everyPhoto: Steven Mikulencak, TCWP
one in the community are
represented.

So, how does CHARM engage us
as citizens, floodplain managers
or local officials and give us this
awesome power? Participatory
mapping is the simple answer,
but the platform goes beyond
that.
Participatory mapping allows a
group of people who are not
professional planners or mapping experts, to create their own
maps and include their values
and vision for their community
CHARM Display Table & Live Exercise
Photo: Steven Mikulencak, TCWP
into the mapping process. The
CHARM “weTable” setup supports this public collaboration using a live table-top map of a community,
allowing participants to interact with and explore reference layers like aerial photography, wetlands, flood
hazard areas, storm surge, critical facilities and existing land use, among many others.
As mentioned, CHARM goes beyond the basic participatory mapping by allowing participants to ask
questions like: Where should growth be encouraged and where should it be avoided? How many homes
are we putting in harm’s way? What do we want to conserve for future generations? The underlying reference layers like flood hazard areas, sea level rise, stormwater, wetlands, habitat and land availability all
factor into answering these questions and understanding the impacts and tradeoffs.
CHARM then allows participants
to test these larger questions and
try out alternative realities by digitally drawing or “painting” different growth and development
scenarios (e.g. town center mixed
use, low-rise residential or conservation areas) on a map of their
community and see, in real time,
the potential impacts these scenarios will have for increasing or
decreasing disaster risk. For example, real-time charts and
graphs are available, at any time
during an exercise, showing “Existing Homes by Flood Zone” or
“Total Future Homes by Flood
Zone”.
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The ability to bring in all flood hazard data beyond FEMA mapping, considered the minimum standard, is
another major point of intersection between CHARM and NAI (as an example see the “Factors for Effective Mapping” provided in the NAI “Hazard Identification and Floodplain Mapping How-to Guide”). Storm
surge or sea level rise data available on NOAA Digital Coast can be included, locally available flood hazard data or even high water marks can be included, and just as important is the local flood knowledge of
the people gathered around the table.
ASFPM’s Flood Science Center is currently working with the Texas Community Watershed Partners to explore and develop ways to integrate NAI and CHARM with plans to conduct two workshops in late summer. The initial coupling of both platforms took place as part of a Coastal NAI workshop held in Biloxi,
MS back in September 2016. Learn more about TCWP CHARM projects and workshops including their
FEMA Resiliency Workshop series, and especially check out the Workshop Story Map. And yes, CHARM
school is a real possibility.
Written by Jeff Stone, senior project manager for ASFPM’s Flood Science Center.

If you have a story you’d like to share with
ASFPM newsletter readers, contact
ASFPM Public Information Officer
Michele Mihalovich at michele@floods.org.

Grant Opps…
Just a reminder to bookmark the Florida
Climate Institute’s website for a comprehensive list of funding opportunities. It’s a
fabulous resource.
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90 Years after the St. Francis Dam Disaster: What have we Learned?

St. Francis Dam Flood March 12-13, 1928, Los Angeles County, California, showing the remains of
the dam and reservoir floor after the dam failed at 11:58 p.m. Monday March 12, 1928. The left
(west) abutment of the dam was entirely swept away and the inactive San Francisquito Fault is
clearly visible, being located along the contact zone of schist and conglomerate. Photo from
USGS photo library.
The Association of State Dam Safety Officials reflect on the 1928 St. Francis Dam failure, what many consider the worst civil engineering disaster of the 20th century. The resulting flood wave rampaged for
more than five hours through the night, destroying thousands of acres of farmland, ripping apart structures, and cutting short more than 400 lives.
As the entire nation reflected on the tragedy, immediate and obvious changes occurred in California law.
The California Legislature updated the dam safety program by eliminating the review exception that had
been in place for municipalities like Los Angeles Water and Power, instead authorizing the state to have
review authority for all non-federal dams in California. In 1929, a year after the failure, the state also created the state Board of Registration for civil engineers, to regulate the practice of civil engineering in California. Ninety years later, some lessons to be learned from the St. Francis Dam failure were echoed in the
forensic investigation findings of Oroville Dam spillway failure in California, reiterating the importance of
learning from past failures. You can read ASDSO’s full write up here.
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ASFPM Presents at FEMA’s Annual Hazard
Mitigation Stakeholder Workshop
ASFPM Executive Director Chad Berginnis and ASFPM’s Flood Science Center Director Bill Brown attended and presented at the FEMA Hazard Mitigation Stakeholder Workshop March 12-16.
Berginnis served on a panel called, “Mitigation Café: Exploring Connections between Floodplain Management and Mitigation Programs.” The Mitigation Café is a facilitated forum where a panel of relevant subject matter experts engage participants in a two-way
dialogue. This session focused on exploring how the relationship between floodplain management and mitigation
is being strengthened, especially post-disaster, and what
works well in places where these efforts are integrated.
The two of them presented on ASFPM’s national surveys
of local and state floodplain managers, and also demonstrated ASFPM’s CRS Green Guide.
Berginnis also discussed how flood risk could be reduced
with better subdivision design standards, a project he
worked on
with American Planning
Association.
Top: Chad
Berginnis in
center; Far
right: Bill Brown;
both from Veronica Villalabos-Pogue.
Left: Chad
Berginnis. Photo
by Bill Brown.

Twitter Tip
Just because you couldn’t attend the workshop doesn’t mean you can’t learn about what
took place there, like who is doing what kind of research, pilot projects involving land contouring, hearing from experts on how stronger building codes have a positive impact to a
community’s resilience, ways to fund pre-disaster mitigation projects, addressing climate
adaptation, and…well seriously, we could go on and on. All YOU have to do is go to Twitter, search #2018HMworkshop, click “latest,” and you will see every picture, post and video
tweeted from the workshop.
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If you don’t ask contractors to offer nature-based solutions
for floodplain management in an RFP, you won’t receive
any nature-based solutions in their bids
The Nature Conservancy's Procurement Guide to Nature-based Solutions helps groups maximize their
ability to invest in their communities, while still improving infrastructure and creating livable spaces. In
other words, this guide helps users utilize the Request for
Proposal process to their advantage to incorporate nature-based solutions into their flood mitigation project
portfolios. Many practitioners miss the opportunity to incorporate green infrastructure because contractors fail to
provide the bids we are hoping to see. TNC highlights
that failure to incorporate useful procurement language
results in an inability for contractors to provide bids that
enhance natural space amenities in our communities.
RFPs should be an opportunity to share your community's vision for the future and still manage resources effectively. This guide utilizes accessible language, real-life
examples and tools that can help encourage contractors
to think more creatively when posing solutions to common water management problems. Even the readers who
approach the topics of procurement and bid-solicitation
with skepticism or apathy will be surprised at how easy
the guide is to comprehend and actually use.
Overall, the guide is divided into two sections that help frame different parts of the RFP process in a way
that gets readers to encourage flexible bids that result in valuable natural spaces. First, TNC walks users
through the process of clearly outlining the problem and consider nature-based and green infrastructure
solutions. TNC provides a list of informative resources and tools to help locate funding, find appropriate
sites, and highlight best practices that may work in their communities. Some of the tools listed help to
compare alternatives to find cost-effective methods, compare performance and solicit public participation and community support. Next, the guide outlines how communities can strategically use the background and project goals/summary portions of the RFP to encourage bidders to propose multiple
solutions to a project. Particularly useful is how TNC encourages communities to consider the differences
between performance standards and design specifications, and when each requirement could be used.
The guide gives language used in actual projects to help encourage the type of bids users want.
Next time your community is looking for a stormwater management solution, try using this guide as a
framework to consider how your project can enhance your community's sense of place.

Written by Robyn Wiseman, ASFPM Flood Science Center’s research scientist.
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FEMA & EPA News You Can Use
FEMA Releases 2018-2022 Strategic Plan
According to FEMA’s website, the strategic plan creates a shared vision for the
field of emergency management and sets an ambitious, yet achievable, path forward to unify and further professionalize emergency management across the
country. The plan sets out three overarching goals: Build a culture of preparedness, Ready the nation for catastrophic disasters, and Reduce the complexity of
FEMA.
FEMA Mitigation Grants Program Provided More
Than $15 Billion in Helping Communities Rebuild,
Recover and Avoid Future Losses
2018 marks three decades since the Robert T. Stafford
Act was amended to include funding for hazard mitigation. To date, FEMA has provided more than $15
billion in mitigation grants to support state, local,
tribal and territorial efforts to rebuild their communities stronger and safer. Read full press release here.
FEMA’s 4th PrepTalks just released: “Who's at Risk? Rapid Mapping of Potential Hazards”
While this is geared for emergency managers, there is a lot of great information for flood risk professionals as well. The 17-minute video outlines the different ways data mapping can be used to help emergency managers identify those at risk before, during and after a disaster. He demonstrates how
geospatial data combined with socioeconomic data gives flood-risk professionals, emergency managers,
news media and the public a better understanding of what the risk is and potential associated effects of
disasters.
EPA now has a Hazard Mitigation Guide for Water & Wastewater Utilities
The Environmental Protection Agency recently developed the Hazard Mitigation for Natural Disasters: A Starter Guide for Water and Wastewater Utilities. This guide encourages water and wastewater utilities to work with
their local mitigation planners to implement priority projects using FEMA or
other source funding. It provides an overview of the mitigation process,
along with practical examples of mitigation projects to address the impacts
of earthquakes, tornados, floods, drought, wildfires and power outages.
FEMA Issues Update to Flood Risk Analysis and Mapping Standards
FEMA’s Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administration has issued updated
standards, guidance and technical reference documents that it uses in its
Risk Mapping, Assessment and Planning program. During this maintenance
cycle, there were 17 standards updates, six standards rescinded, two new
standards, 21 guidance updates, one new guidance document developed,
eight guidance transformations and seven technical reference updates.
Learn about the changes here.
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Deputy Director Report – Ingrid D. Wadsworth
The Value of Being Nice
When my kids were in grammar school, I insisted they address everyone by Mr. or Ms. and
say “please” and “thank you.” This not only met with a lot of push back from my kids who insisted no
other kids did that, but also well-meaning adults who insisted on being called by their first names. It
didn’t matter because I taught my kids that they could still put Mr. or Ms. in front of first names and that
politeness was not only a reflection of them, but also a reflection of our family and who we were. Now in
college, the kids maintain their habits, and I constantly get compliments on how polite they are. And I
believe their politeness has opened doors and made them stand out from many others.
In our daily lives and workplaces, it would be easy to believe that rudeness and unfiltered reactions have
become the norm. We see poor behavior in public meetings, job sites and online. We can’t help but be a
little cynical and many of us feel a bit worn down. Having to deliver bad news just makes it harder. But as
the famous management guru, Peter Drucker, writes in his classic Harvard Business Review article, Managing Oneself:
“Manners—simple things like saying “please” and “thank you” and knowing a person’s name or
asking after her family—enable two people to work together whether they like each other or not.
Bright people, especially bright young people, often do not understand this. If analysis shows that
someone’s brilliant work fails again and again as cooperation from others is required, it probably
indicates a lack of courtesy—that is, a lack of manners.”
As floodplain managers we have an important message and story to tell. Much of our daily work involves
persuading a resident, developer, local government, permit approver, boss or client what the right course
of action is. Deflecting rudeness is an important skill to cultivate as it is a distraction from the message.
And doing a self-assessment to make sure that we are being nice and delivering our news in a way that
does not distract others from hearing our message, is critical also.
Not reacting to rudeness is an important skill because it keeps the message on point. Self-assessing is
critical. It insures we are being nice and delivering our news in a way that does not distract from our message.
To quote a famous philosopher, Mary Poppins, “A spoon full of sugar helps the medicine go down.”
Be the force that brings our important messages forward this spring. And sprinkle a little sugar on it if
you have to.
Best,
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ASFPM Completes its Floodplain Management 2017: State Programs Survey
ASFPM released its sixth survey of state floodplain management programs.
The 2017 report was completed in collaboration with research partners at the
Natural Hazards Center at the University of Colorado Boulder. You can view
the full report, “Floodplain Management 2017: State Programs,” but we’d also
like to note that ASFPM completed its first “Floodplain Management 2016: Local Programs Survey Report,” a comprehensive assessment of local floodplain
management programs in the U.S. The first serves as a broad look at state programs, while the second focuses more on what’s happening locally.
Key Findings of the 2017 State Programs Report:
 Of the respondents reporting changes in state laws or regulations since 2010, a majority reported
laws have been strengthened over this decade.
 Since 2010, there appear to be some interesting shifts in respect to state authority to enforce local
floodplain management standards, with a reduction in the percentage of states reporting that authority is shared between the state and communities, and an increase in states reporting that communities hold the authority.
 Nearly half (46%) of responding states have their own flood mapping program, either a state mapping program, a CTP agreement with FEMA or some combination.
 State floodplain managers are promoting green infrastructure by providing technical guidance and a
framework for understanding this type of infrastructure as a nonstructural flood management alternative.
 Nearly two-thirds (63%) of states have tax incentives to keep or restore floodplain lands, which represents an increase from 2010.
 A mandate or program to plan for adaptation to climate change is in place for 41% of reporting
states. This represents a substantial increase from 2010, when only 29% reported they had such a
mandate or program.
 In terms of staff experience, the average number of years respondents served in their current position
(state floodplain manager) is 8.4 years, with an average of 14.8 years in floodplain management more
broadly. Almost one-third (29%) have a bachelor’s degree, with an additional 45% holding a master’s
degree or higher.
 The total annual budgets for state floodplain management programs reported in 2017 were strikingly
similar to the numbers reported in 2010 from most resources. Budgets have not grown as rapidly as
populations and development have in many of the responding states. Budgets have also failed to
keep up with the rate of inflation, meaning state floodplain management programs are, on average,
making do with less.
 Responding states provided examples of external factors or events that have negatively affected their
state’s floodplain management program staffing levels. These included funding constraints, budget
cuts, hiring freezes, staff turnover and low prioritization of floodplain management at the state level.
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Flood Insurance Committee Corner
“A Little Dab’ll Do Ya” and Freeboard
The first part of this article’s title actually comes from a Brylcreem jingle, whose product has been gracing men’s hair since 19281. And “just
a little dab” can be very effective. Likewise, building just 1 foot above
the required Base Flood Elevation in a high-risk area can be very effective in not only lowering flood risk, but also lowering flood insurance
premiums. Consequently, that is why communities are encouraged to
pass and enforce floodplain management ordinances requiring at least
a 1-foot freeboard2. ASFPM research from a couple of years ago indicated that at least 22 states had statewide freeboard requirements of 12 feet and nearly 600 CRS communities outside of these states required
1-3 feet freeboard (42 communities had a 3 foot requirement!). This is
great to see, as the local property owners are benefiting with lower
flood insurance premiums and less disruption to home life and business the next time it floods, resulting in improved community resilience.
Flood Insurance Premium Comparison
Freeboard

Premium

AE

At BFE (no freeboard)

$2,147

AE

BFE + 1 foot

$1,106

AE

BFE + 2 feet

$734

AE

BFE + 3 feet

$614

Zone

Premiums are for a single-family house, one
floor, slab on grade, stem wall foundation,
or crawlspace with proper flood openings,
$200,000 in building coverage, $80,000 in
contents coverage, $1,000 deductible, no
CRS discount, April 2017 Flood Insurance

Manual

But more communities should be adopting this “little
dab” of flood-risk reduction. One way to help local community officials better understand the benefit is to share
the recently-released ASFPM brochure, “The Costs & Benefits for Building Higher,” which shows the cost savings a
local property owner can experience. The terminology is
relatively simple so that city officials not well versed in
floodplain management can understand how communities are safer when building higher, and how their citizens
can save money and increase the value of their homes. Included in the brochure is a chart providing example premium savings by building above the BFE (e.g., requiring
just 1-foot freeboard could cut the cost nearly in half).
The brochure also provides example costs to build higher
and therefore, the ultimate cost-savings a property owner
might realize over time. And of course, the brochure

Including famous people like Ronald Regan and George Costanza (yes, on his bald headSeinfeld, Season 5, Episode 11)
1

Freeboard, for those wondering, is actually a nautical term and refers to the height of a ship’s
side between the waterline and the deck.
2
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points out other benefits such as less future flood damage in the community, less suffering, less business
interruption, quicker recovery and higher property values.
To help homeowners interested in elevating their homes, the International Association of Structural Movers has a guide (written by ASFPM and IASM member Roderick Scott), which provides steps to elevating a
pier-and-beam or slab-on-grade structure. If a homeowner is looking for funding to elevate (or other
mitigation activity), we recommend they apply for an FHA 203(k) loan. ASFPM has a new fact sheet on
that program for floodplain managers and others to share with interested property owners.
While it is great to see the number of communities requiring freeboard, hopefully more will start requiring it so additional communities will become more resilient and property owners will be at less risk of
flooding and pay less insurance premiums. Just a little foot’ll do ya (but more than a foot is even better).
Humbly yours,
Bruce Bender and Steve Samuelson
—Your Insurance Committee Co-chairs

Floodplain Management Training Calendar
For a full nationwide listing of floodplain management-related training opportunities, visit ASFPM
Online Event Calendar. Looking for training opportunities to earn CECs for your CFM? Check out our
event calendar with LOTS of training opportunities listed for 2018! Search the calendar by state using the
directions below, or use the category drop down menu to search by event category. Go to the calendar
and click on the search feature icon at the top of the calendar. Type your state’s initials in parenthesis (for
example (WI)) into the search field and it will pull all the events that are currently listed on the calendar
for your state. The only events without a state listed in the event title are EMI courses, which are listed
with their FEMA course number and are all held in Emmitsburg, MD.

Job Corner
Check out these career opportunities and more on ASFPM’s job board. Visit our job postings
here, and if you’re an employer and want to post an opening, it’s FREE!




Mead & Hunt in North Carolina is hiring a hydraulics/hydrology civil engineer.
Another hydraulics/hydrology civil engineer is needed in the Illinois State Water
Survey/Prairie Research Institute/University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
The Metro Flood Diversion Authority in Fargo North Dakota is looking for an executive
director.
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By Rebecca Quinn, CFM
ASFPM Launches Floodplain Manager’s Notebook Series Online.
How many times have you remembered a piece of information you read in a Floodplain
Manager’s Notebook column,
but couldn’t remember which
one? ASFPM developed and just
launched the Floodplain Manager’s Notebook Series, an
online resource to help you find
the right column from the past
10 years. The 2018 columns will
be uploaded in 2019.
For more in-depth answers, local officials should also get in touch with NFIP state coordinators (what
ASFPM refers to as state floodplain managers). And everyone should have a go-to list of FEMA publications. I generally research FEMA publications when I write my columns. Sign up at
https://www.fema.gov/email to get emails when FEMA releases new or revised publications. In the coming months I’ll update the newcomer’s recommended reading list I included in my July 2013 column.
Note the search tool for the Notebook Series pulls from keywords I assign, not the content of every issue.
That means your search will return the most pertinent columns, not every column that happens to use a
searched term. Keep trying with related terms and please get in touch if there’s a specific topic you’re researching but don’t find. Fair warning – come with an intriguing question and I may ask you to co-author
a column!
When I started this column about 10 years ago, I had a growing awareness of the importance of helping
newcomers. I also thought I might have some interesting stories to share. Many ASFPM members and
newsletter readers have been floodplain managers for decades and have a wealth of experience to share.
Tapping into that knowledge base can be a challenge unless you’re lucky enough to work for or spend
time with a mentor. These days, most government agencies are so lean there often isn’t someone waiting
in the wings to take over when the long-termers retire.
The age-old method to fill the knowledge gap is, of course, publications and training. FEMA produces a
rich set of guidance documents to help floodplain managers and others interpret and apply the NFIP regulations found in 44 CFR Sec. 59.1 (definitions) and Part 60 (criteria for land management and use). Most
publications also illustrate lessons learned from disasters and best practices. FEMA and others offer workshops and classes related to regulating development in special flood hazard areas. To say nothing about
all there is to learn about flood studies, mapping and map revision process, and the insurance side of the
The Insider March 2018
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business!) But few communities and state agencies have the resources to send staff to conferences and
trainings, even when sessions are deployed at locations around the country.
So now, along with my bi-monthly column, I hope the online tool to access past issues will help to fill at
least some of the knowledge gap.
Freeboard – is it for protection or for show?
Is freeboard (additional elevation) intended for increased resistance to flood loads or is it just a “splash guard?” From time
to time someone asks me something about freeboard that
prompts me to pose that question in return. I hear a lot of communities talk about adopting freeboard “for the points,” referring to the Community Rating System. The insurance discounts
are the reward for meeting the goals of the CRS – and reducing
damage is the first goal listed (top sidebar). The elevation of
the lowest floor relative to the Base Flood Elevation is the primary building characteristic that influences the cost of NFIP
flood insurance (graphic).

Goals of the CRS:
1. Reduce flood damage to insurable property;
2. Strengthen and support the insurance aspects of the NFIP,
and
3. Encourage a comprehensive
approach to floodplain management.

Now, assume your community has freeboard, whether it’s because your elected officials are progressive and locally adopted
it, your state mandates freeboard, or you enforce building
Communities with Building Codes
codes with freeboard (lower sidebar). First, keep in mind freeboard affects how high the floor and other building elements
Pay attention when your state or
must be relative to the flood elevation. Now, think about the
community transitions to codes
scenario where water actually rises up to the level of your freebased on the 2015 International
board and consider how you should answer these questions:
Residential Code. It requires minimum BFE + 1 foot in all flood zones!
1. Do flood damage-resistant materials have to be used up
The International Building Code, by
to the BFE or up to BFE plus freeboard?
reference to ASCE 24 Flood Design
2. If the floor of a garage is at or a little below the BFE, are
and Construction, has required minflood openings required in walls below the freeboard?
imum BFE + 1 foot since its initial
3. What about equipment – does the heat pump have to
publication in 2000.
be higher than the BFE?
4. Does a dry floodproofed building have to be designed
for flood loads for water up to the BFE or BFE plus freeboard?
In each case, your answer should recognize that damage would occur if freeboard is just for show – just a
“splash guard.” The answer should always be that all requirements apply below the required elevation,
including freeboard. Answering the dry floodproofing question any other way could result in the most
significant damage, given how flood loads increase with depth. Also, consider the equipment question: if
the Elevation Certificate shows equipment is lower than the lowest floor, the policy will likely be written
using the lower elevation – obviating the damage reduction and insurance benefits of freeboard!
Submit your own items or suggestions for future topics to column editor Rebecca Quinn, CFM,
at rcquinn@earthlink.net. Comments welcomed!
The Insider March 2018
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Managing Floods where Mountains Meet the Desert
ASFPM’s 42nd Annual National Conference
Phoenix, AZ
June 17-21, 2018
Aside from learning what’s going on in the world of flood-risk management, our annual
national conference, being held in Phoenix this June, includes a ton of fun networking
opportunities.
The “Sunday Welcome Fest” is a state fair inspired event, complete with cornhole, darts, basketball,
football and more! The “Thursday Networking Reception” will be held at the Arizona Science Center.
The venue has more than 300 hands-on interactive exhibits that spans four levels. Explore the human
body, experience the forces of nature, be fascinated by physics, discover digital communications and investigate renewable resources. Designed by renowned architect Antoine Predock, this unique landmark is
nestled in the picturesque setting of Heritage and Science Park directly across from the Phoenix Convention Center.
“Run for the Shade” is this year’s theme of the 6th Annual Running of the Chapters. Click
here to learn everything about this 5K run/walk, including how to register.
You can start making your arrangements now, such as registering for #ASFPM2018 before
prices increase April 18, booking your hotel rooms at the Sheraton Grand Phoenix before May 25 to take
advantage of the group rate. And to our invaluable sponsors and exhibitors, check out our sponsor or
exhibitor pages to learn why the Phoenix conference is the ideal opportunity to showcase your company
or products to new and existing clients. Contact our Events Planner Jenny Maurer at jenny@floods.org.
Don’t forget to regularly check out the 2018 conference webpage. We’ve posted an ASFPM 2018 invitation letter you can download, customize and present to your supervisor to demonstrate the positive “return on investment” of attending.
We’ve also put together an information page on all there is to do in Phoenix.

Silent auction at the conference needs your donations
Monies generated from the silent and live auctions at the ASFPM national conference help to support ASFPM Foundation research and projects. If you would like
to donate to the silent auction, please provide the following information to the
ASFPM executive office at suzanne@floods.org. Description of item, fair market
value (minimum value of $25 please), company/affiliation, your phone number, address, email and when and how the item will be available for table placement. If
you would like to ship your donation, please ship to:
JE Fuller, Attn: Elise Moore, 8400 S. Kyrene Rd., Ste. 201, Tempe, AZ 85284
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What’s Happening around the Nation?
A collection of the most viewed stories on our Facebook page

Massachusetts—Hoping everyone is safe this weekend. Just ignore that STUPID
headline, though.
.Read “Once-in-a-generation flooding possible in Boston—
for the second time this year.”
😒R

The Nation—A groundbreaking new study has found that 41 million
Americans are at risk from flooding rivers, which is more than three times the
current estimate - based on regulatory flood maps - of 13 million people. Read
“Flood risk from American rivers is greatly underestimated.”
The battle in Florida wasn’t about gun control, immigration or healthcare, but
about making it easier to ignore national guidelines on building codes. To the
surprise of the insurers, engineers and safety advocates who opposed the
change, the home builders won -- in a state that gets hit by more hurricanes
than any other. Read “Storm-prone states are relaxing building codes instead
of making them tougher.”
Florida—If you’re a homeowner in Florida relying on flood zone maps to
decide whether to buy insurance, you may want to check your drivers license
instead. "If it says Florida, you need flood insurance," said Roy Wright, who
oversees FEMA's National Flood Insurance Program. Read “America’s flood
insurance chief has a message for all Floridians: You’re at risk.”
North Carolina—8th graders man! 8TH GRADERS designed a smart-gate
system that closes roads during floods. And their project is getting national
attention. Should we invite them to display their system at #ASFPM2018? Read
“8th grade science project at Winston-Salem school gets national attention.”
Texas—“Homes that are being elevated now have the possibility of selling,”
Houston-based real estate broker Brandi Downey said. “Especially in the newer
areas, homes will sell for about what they sold for before the hurricane. Had
they not been elevated, they would’ve had to sell for lot value.” Read “Six
figures for six feet: Some Harvey victims in Houston spend huge sums to
elevate their homes.”
At a city council meeting last month, Beaumont, Texas city officials discussed
the possibility of offering buyouts to residents in the North End off Pine Street,
whose homes are in the 100-year floodplain and sustained what's been
declared "substantial damage." Read “Buyouts offered: Stay or go?”
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Clever fundraising idea from a former ASFPM Board Chair
For Lisa Sharrard (Jones), an
ASFPM past chair, this association and the ASFPM Foundation mean quite a bit to her.
That’s why she decided to do
something special for her birthday last December—hold a Facebook birthday fundraiser.
On the fundraiser page, she
wrote, “For my birthday this
year, I'm asking for donations
to Association of State Floodplain Managers Foundation.
I've chosen this nonprofit because their mission means a lot
to me, and I hope you'll consider contributing as a way to
celebrate with me. Every little
bit will help me reach my goal.”
Her goal was to raise $500, and
then match that with a personal
check to the foundation for another $500. And even though the goal was a bit short—friends and family generously donated $360—
Lisa still made out the check for the $500 match.
ASFPM and the ASFPM Foundation want to thank Lisa for this thoughtful and creative fundraising idea.
Happy belated birthday! It means so much to have people so dedicated to our mission.
P.S. Our members are truly incredible!!!
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CFM® Corner—Where your career and practice meet
Written by Ingrid Wadsworth, CFM, ASFPM Deputy Director and CBOR Regent
Would it surprise you to know there are more than 20 people and
three groups who manage the CFM program?
The first group is the Certification Board of Regents, or CBOR, which
has 14 seats to represent multiple roles. Regents represent chapters,
local and state government, academia, ASFPM’s Professional Development Committee and private sector, and include an executive director designee and three at-large subject matter experts. CBOR
also has three federal representative who serve as no-voting liaisons
from USACE, FEMA and FEMA’s Emergency Training Institute. CBOR’s job is governance, which includes
policies, outreach, improving the CFM brand and partnerships. Their job is to make sure the program is
operating well are continually improving and preparing for the future.
The second group is the CBOR Exam Workgroup. This group has a chair and core members, but then invites SMEs as needed. The exam workgroup deep dives into statistics of how each exam question is performing, looks at most missed and least missed questions, compares test scores across the country as
well as the national average, evaluates the exam “pool” for additional questions, and makes sure the
exam is performing well. In 2017, the exam workgroup modified the mapping and Elevation Certificate
sections of the exam and annually approves a new exam.
The executive office rounds out the last group and handles all administration for 46 states, and oversight
over the four accredited states that administer the CFM exam in Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico and Arkansas. The program continues to grow and with more than 10,000 CFMs and 120,000 Continuing Education Credits to process, we recently added another staff position to the CFM program. Online renewals
are coming, but not quite there yet. A quick reminder to renew your ASFPM membership to get those
discounts on your every-two year CFM renewal on the CFM maintenance login portal.
Register for ASFPM’s Annual Conference Phoenix June 17-21. We will be having an ASFPM booth there
and would like to honor all CFMs with a free CFM logo pin if you stop by and see us.
And as always, life happens. If you find yourself in a situation that may affect your renewal, please call or
email cfm@floods.org right away! If we know ahead of time, we will always work out a plan and timeline
with you. It becomes difficult if you’ve let the months pass.

Interested in professional development for flood risk professionals? Do you have ideas that could help enhance and
strengthen the floodplain management profession? Get involved by joining ASFPM’s Professional Development
Committee (PDC). The mission of the PDC is to provide vision, leadership and direction to ASFPM members regarding issues affecting the floodplain management profession.
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Board Commitment Abounds!
Written by Ingrid D. Wadsworth, CFM, Deputy Director Operations
Coming to Madison, Wisconsin in February is a true test of commitment, and the ASFPM Board of Directors passed with flying colors! However, it was likely the vistas of the Wisconsin State Capitol on one side
and the frozen, yet beautiful Lake Mendota on the other that proved to be the inspiration to kick off several key spring projects.
The directors were briefed on a series of operational and functional items. Our auditors were on hand to
give a report and take questions from the board. Several speakers presented on the status and expected
outcomes of key federal legislation, and multiple ad hocs gave
their reports on chapters, long-term financial report and new annual report. One of the favorites was the Flood Science Center
demonstration of its new website. Directors were pleased with
the progress, as this will serve as the foundation for the new
ASFPM website overhaul in the works. In coordination with the
pod facilitators representing committees and CBOR, who were
also present at the retreat, the next big project for the directors
over the next few months is the creation of the FY19 Goals & Objectives and budget that will be approved in Phoenix. Those two
items are the main drivers to fulfilling the goals of the association
and creating the direction for the executive office.
Because we at ASFPM believe people and relationships are what
makes us successful, the spring retreat was also a chance for us
to share meals and a few evenings out getting to know each
other. Chef Tory Miller, executive
chef and co-owner of the restaurant Graze, recently beat Bobby
Flay on “Iron Chef Showdown.”
So that was one of our destinations as we celebrated ASFPM
Region 5 Director Rod Renkenberger’s birthday (top right). And
it’s always a treat to learn about
our new directors and the cool
hobbies they do when they aren’t
wearing their floodplain manager
hats. Not only do we have a barrel racer serving as a director, but
also international travelers, beekeepers and dog trainers (master
hunters).
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D.C. Snow Storm Tried to Derail ASFPM Meeting with
FEMA’s Brock Long, but we Outsmarted It!
ASFPM Executive Director Chad Berginnis and ASFPM Chair Maria Cox Lamm
were scheduled for a face-to-face with FEMA Administrator Brock Long March
21. But the federal government shut down due to the storm. However Long, along
with FEMA Deputy Associate Administrator Roy Wright and FEMA Deputy Administrator Daniel Kaniewski, still wanted to keep the appointment, and held a
half-hour conference call instead.
Berginnis said he was impressed with Long’s knowledge of flood mitigation. “We stressed the long involvement we have had in NFIP and broader mitigation programs, as well as our work with multiple
agencies to focus holistically on flood-risk reduction,” Berginnis said.
Long discussed FEMA’s recently released 2018-2022 Strategic Plan, and elaborated on two areas that he
thought we would be interested in: Objectives 1.1 and 1.2 deal with incentivizing investments in risk reductions, including Pre-disaster Mitigation and closing the insurance gap respectively. He went on to explain the Disaster Recovery Reform Act provision that would create a more permanent PDM fund, and
talked about the real need to move the needle forward on this issue.
Regarding “closing the insurance gap, “We explained we were supportive of private flood insurance being part of the solution, but we weren’t supportive of the Flood Insurance Market Parity and Modernization Act, because it would actually undermine objective 1.1 – incentivizing pre-disaster investments,”
Berginnis said.
He explained that if you make it easy to leave the NFIP because private flood insurance is available, and
then repeal flood codes, you are actually eroding risk reduction.
“We actually identified several other areas of the strategic plan where ASFPM had specific policy ideas
and recommendations including 1.4, 2.1, 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4. In short, more than 50 percent of the FEMA
strategic plan deals with issues that we care about. Pretty impressive, and we said so!” Berginnis said.
The conversation then transitioned to flood mapping and how important it is.
Long asked how FEMA could do it better – possibly for less cost and less complication. Berginnis and Cox
Lamm explained some of the new techniques like how Base Level Engineering could be helpful, especially
in rural areas where there isn’t a lot of development that would complicate the models.
“But perhaps the most important thing is to get the mapping done in the country,” Berginnis said. “We
used the stat that of 3.5 million miles of U.S. streams/rivers/coasts, we have only mapped 1.1 million
miles of them. We also stressed the importance of going all the way into the watershed (up to 1 square
mile of drainage) because those landowners could develop their properties, and if the land isn’t identified
as floodplains, then we’ve already lost the battle – the development will be flood prone and no buyer will
know about it.”
Berginnis said, “I have to say that it was a real treat to talk to Brock and I look forward to working with
him in the future.”
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Washington Legislative Report
Meredith R. Inderfurth,
ASFPM Washington Liaison
Omnibus Budget News
Congress released the text of the FY18 Omnibus Budget late
March 21, and then approved it late March 23. ASFPM Executive Director Chad Berginnis said, “I am thrilled to be able
to report that the budget for pre-disaster mitigation and
floodplain mapping are at their highest appropriated levels ever!”
Floodplain mapping:
$262.5 million appropriated
+ $189.9 million from flood insurance fund (for flood mapping and FPM)
- $36 million for FPM (backing out funds for FPM activities like CAP-SSSE)
= $416.4 million total for flood mapping
Pre-Disaster Mitigation
$249.2 million appropriated
Flood Mitigation Assistance
$175 million appropriated

Due to the Omnibus Budget coming out so late on
Friday, March 23, there is a lot to delve into and we
will share the legislative report on our website and
social media as soon as it’s completed.

This report appears regularly as a member benefit in “The Insider,” ASFPM’s member newsletter produced in
the odd months. See ASFPM’s Goals and Objectives for FY17.
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ASFPM Editorial Guidelines: ASFPM accepts and welcomes articles from our members
and partners. “The Insider” and “News & Views” have a style format, and if necessary, we reserve
the right to edit submitted articles for space, grammar, punctuation, spelling, potential libel and
clarity. If we make substantive changes, we will email the article back to you for your approval
before using. We encourage you to include art with your article in the form of photos, illustrations, charts and graphs. Please include a description of the art, along with the full name of who
created the art. If the art is not yours originally, you must include expressed, written consent
granting ASFPM permission to use the art in our publications.
Copyright© Association of State Floodplain Managers, Inc.
Information and opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the ASFPM
Board of Directors. Reproduction, with credit, is permitted for individual ASFPM-authored articles. Please contact Michele Mihalovich at editor@floods.org.
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